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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF AIR DISTRIBUTION IN ROOMS WITH 
VENTILATION OF THE MIXING TYPE USING THE STANDARD K,E MODEL 

SUMMARY 

Contribution to: 

Nordisk indeklima- arbejdsmilj0 og energikonference 
d. 27.-28. aug. 1990 

By 

M. Skovgaard and P.V. Nielsen 
The University of Aalborg 

In the summer 1988 13 countries under the International Energy Agency established a 
cooperative work - Annex 20. This Annex is divided into two subgroups where Denmark 
contributes in subtask 1. 

This contribution is giving a historical background for the establishment and the contents 
of Annex 20. The purpose of Annex 20 is to carry out simulations and full-scale experiments 
and to compare these investigations. This is done to support a more common use of 
advanced numerical calculations in engineering flow calculations within the field of 
ventilation. 

In the project it is possible for the countries to make investigations which are of particular 
interest for them in order to increase the understanding of the complicated flow patterns 
in ventilated buildings. 

One of these topics which is of interest to the University of Aalborg is the low Reynolds 
number effects. Another area of interest is the boundary conditions around more 
complicated inlet devices. These two topics are commented in relation to some simulations 
and experiments. 

SUMMARY IN DANISH 

I sommeren 1988 indledte 13 lande et samarbejde i det lnternationale Energi Agenturs regi. 
Dette samarbejde- Annex 20 er opdelt i to undergrupper, hvor Danmark deltager i gruppe 
1. 

Indlregget her giver en historisk baggrund for oprettelsen og indholdet af lEA-Annex 20 
projektet, hvis formcll er at udf0re sammenlignende simuleringer, sammenlignende 
fuldskalafors0g samt sammenligne de numeriske beregninger med fuldskala test. 
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Samtidig med disse test er det dog muligt for de enkelte lande at dyrke egne 
interesseomrader for dermed at breve forstaelsen for de komplicerede str0mningsm"mstre, 
der hersker i ventilerede lokaler. 

Aalborg Universitetscenter er interesseret i lavturbulente effekter samt randvrerdier for 
mere komplicerede armaturer. Disse to omrader er kommenteret i forhold til malinger og 
indledende simuleringer. 

BACKGROUND 

Up through the 1970's the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) started to be applied to 
problems related to ventilation techniques. These early two-dimensional predictions showed 
in comparison with scale model experiments that it was possible to produce pictures of the 
flow field in large computational domains with small openings and relatively low velocities 
(e.g. P. V. Nielsen et. al 1978). However, these two-dimensional tests were not -directly 
applicable in engineering ventilation technique because the attempt to calculate a 
complicated three-dimensional case with a 2D approach is a too big restriction due to the 
three-dimensional inlet conditions and often a strongly three-dimensional flow in the room. 

The two-dimensional approach contributed in a very important way to the modelling of inlet 
conditions- the box method (P. V. Nielsen 1976)- which combines the numerical prediction 
of the velocity field with prescribed empirical velocity near the inlet. This method saves 
computational time because it economizes the use of finite volumes near the inlet. 

Since the first two-dimensional simulations there have been an extensive mathematical and 
engineering research in the field of CFD in order to develop three-dimensional programmes, 
better models and to improve the accuracy of the programmes (e.g. Benocc~ C. and 
Skovgaard, M. 1989 or Gasman, A.D. et. aL 1980). This research has also led to a 
commercialization of CFD with several programmes available on the marked. 

Also in the field of ventilation technique - aspiration for a better indoor climate and a better 
energy management - there is an extensive research in CFD as a design and analysing tool. 
This is done because the numerical simulation immediately has two benefits. It is able to 
give very detailed information even in complicated geometries and it is often cheaper to 
make "numerical experiments" compared to full-scale tests. 

The above mentioned reasons are the background for establishment of Annex 20 under the 
International Energy Agency (IBA). 

IBA - ANNEX 20 

The IBA - Annex 20 with the title "Air Flow Pattern within Buildings" was established to 
see how well CFD works in prediction of room air flow patterns. It is also the intention to 
develop the codes enabling the models to predict some of the problems especially attached 
to ventilation problems. 
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The purpose of Annex 20 subtask 1 is: 

- to evaluate the performance of air flow models in predicting air velocity, temp. and 
contaminant distributions, 

- to evaluate the applicability of models as design tools, 
- to produce guidelines for their use. 

The participating countries are : 

Belgium, Canada, Finland, the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, USA, 
Germany, France, Denmark, (Norway and Italy). 

The approach is to make identical full-scale experiments in identical test rooms with 
identical inlet devices at different sites. The measured data will be compared and a database 
established. 

Simultaneously numerical simulations for the measured configurations will be carried out. 
The accuracy of the predictions will be assessed by an independent council. 

The flow considered is: 

-jet driven, steady, three-dimensional flow (forced convection, low Archimedes' 
number). 

-buoyancy driven, steady, three-dimensional flow (free convection). 

The primary interest of the University of Aalborg is isothermal steady forced convection 
flow because of the specific interest in the flow around the inlet and the low Reynolds 
phenomena. These topics are of great importance as we shall see in the next paragraph 
when flow pattern has to be predicted at low air velocities. Unfortunately the most used 
models are not able to predict these phenomena which we shall see later. 

NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF FLOW PATfERNS IN A ROOM WITH VENTILA
TION OF THE MIXING TYPE 

The numerical predictions are obtained by a numerical solution of the time averaged Navier 
- Stokes equations and the continuity equation extended with a turbulence model which 
normally is the k-E model. These equations can be written in the following general form (in 
Cartesian coordinates): 

a a ( act>) -(pu.<J>) =-r- + s 
ax. 1 ax. • ax. • 

J J J 

j E [1..3] (1) 
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(2) 

For definition of r 1/J' St/J see Patankar S. V, 1980. ifJ may be any of the three velocity 
components u,v or was well k and f. 

The solution domain is separated into finite volumes and the equations can be discretized 
to a set of linear homogeneous equations. The solution of the unlinear set of equations is 
done by a pressure relaxation method and the equations are solved by a TDMA- ADI 
solution technique. 

Computational details 

The computational domain is divided into a non-uniform mesh 15*20*11 giving 3300 grid 
points (fig.l). Staggered grid for the dependent variables u,v and w and hybrid 
differentiation scheme are used. 

The boundary conditions are a prescribed velocity plug profile determined by the required 
air change rate at inlet and by overall mass flux balance at outlet. The no-slip condition at 
all the walls is indirectly introduced by wall functions which either can be logaritmic or 
linear (Couette type) depending on the local y+ at first grid node. The flow is assumed 
symmetrical and all the gradients were forced zero on the symmetry plane. 

Approx. 2000 iterations of 3 s/it. are required to obtain a fully converged result on a Sony 
work station with a RISC 3000 processor. 

Results and discussion 

The room dimensions are identical to the room chosen for full-scale experiments in Annex 
20. The location of the inlet and outlet can be seen in fig. 1. 

Two different test cases are simulated at different air change rates (fig. 2). 

One of the major forces of CFD is that it gives a very detailed knowledge of the qualitative 
velocity field in a room. From fig. 3 the three-dimensional nature of the flow is evident and 
it is very interesting to observe that the maximun velocity in the "return flow" is not located 
in the centre but instead very close to the side walls. It is also interesting to see that the 
location of the outlet creates a stagnation point near the floor in the occupied zone. The 
Coanda effect is also observed. 

To evaluate the result more specific it is chosen to see how the simulation in the present 
form (standard turbulence model) performs versus some of the well-known and extensively 
used simplified relations for wall jets and maximum velocities in the occupied zone (SBI 128, 
1981): 
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Figure 1. The geometry of the test case. 

* * ~ot Y tot Ztot w h qo Uo 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4.2*2.4*3.6 0.3 0.35 0.011 0.104 Case 1. 

11 0.3 0.35 0.035 0.332 
11 0.3 0.35 0.061 0.579 
11 0.3 0.35 0.11 1.060 

11 0.3 0.23 0.039 0.564 Case 2. 
11 0.3 0.23 0.047 0.693 
11 0.3 0.23 0.092 1.340 

Figure 2. Initial data for the two test cases. 
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Mesh in xy - plane. 

Velocity vectors in the synunetry plane. 

17------------

Velocity levels in the centre plane. 
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Velocity levels in the urm plane. 

Figure 3. The non-unifonn mesh distribution in the xy plane and the velocity distribution in the 
centre plane and in the plane (z = 1. 7) in which we find the maximun velocity in the 
occupied zone. 

(6) 
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These comparisons show how the calculations perform both in relation to engineering 
practice and in relation to recent measurements (M. Skovgaard et. aL 1990). 

urm (m/s) 

0.15 

0.10 

0.05 

0 Case 1 
0 Case 2 

n 0.00 i(.._j__j__l_____L____L__l__.I_..J__j__L___ ___ ____t_ ____ L___ ___ -;. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 

Figure 4. The maximum velocity in the occupied zone as a function of the air change rate for 
case 1 and 2. 
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Figure 5. The maximun velocity in the occupied zone versus the momentum flow in the inlet. 

Equation (4) is a well-known relation for fully turbulent flow conditions. In fig 4. simulated 
data for urm are plottet against the air change rate. It is seen that llrm is proportional to the 
air change rate. The slope of the curve which corresponds to c1 is different for the two cases 
which means that the coefficient c1 is at least a function of the inlet geometry. 
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If we instead investigate equation (5) we can from fig. 5 see that ~ is not a function of the 
inlet geometry. This result is very interesting because it means that we are able to predict 
the magnitude of the maximum velocity (not the location of) 11rm just by information of the 
momentum flow through the inlet. So, if we know the connection between the inflow 
momentum and 11rm for one single case (e.g through full-scale or numerical experiments) we 
will be able to give a qualified guess at the maximum velocity in the occupied zone even for 
another inlet device of the same type (same Ka-factor). 

The two coefficients c1 and ~ will of course be functions of the room geometry and inlet 
velocity (see recent studies by Skovgaard, M et. aL 1990). The supply velocity is not in the 
fully turbulent domain in many modem inlet devices which means that the momentum flow 
is different from what was expected, assuming fully turbulent inflow conditions. This low 
Reynolds number biased flow cannot be taken into account at the moment but at the 
University ·of Aalborg an ongoing research project is performed based on the prescribed 
velocity method to incorporate the low Reynolds number effects from the inlet into the 
numerical predictions. 
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~ 
uo -----------+----- ........ __ _ 

-·-·-e n(h-1) = 1.09 
.... -----• n(h-1) = 3.45 
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................ n (h-1) = 10.90 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 

Figure 6. The decay of the center line velocity in the wall jet for case 1. 

Looking at the velocity in the jet region below the ceiling (fig. 6-7), we can see that there 
are a zone with small decay, a zone with velocity decay corresponding to a three
dimensional wall jet (3) and a region where the decay is under influence of the end wall. 
The first zone which is the core of the jet should have been without any decay of velocity 
at all. In this region the decay is due to numerical diffusion which in pratice is working like 
additional (not physical) shear stresses in the fluid. In order to avoid this numerical diffusion 
one must have a large number of cells in the region near the inlet which increase the 
calculation time disproportionately much from an engineering point of view. A general form 
of a prescribed velocity method would be able to overcome this drawback. 
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Figure 7. The decay of the center line velocity in the wall jet for case 2. 

Equation (6) is a relation between the velocity at the end wall according to (3) and the 
maximum velocity in the occupied zone taking the inlet conditions into account. Therefore, 
it is very interesting to study the function f1• f1 is a function of the flow dimensions (two
or three-dimensional) (SBI 128 1981). This function gives a more universal description of 
the maximum velocity in the occupied zone than the momentum method (5) because it is 
not necessary to know other relations than f1• The use of (5) is limited to the same room 
geometry and the same structure of the flow. 

Uo 11nn 3o L ~ fl 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

0.104 0.013 0.104 4.2 3.7 0.44 easel. 
0.332 0.043 0.104 4.2 3.9 0.43 
0.579 0.077 0.104 4.2 4.0 0.43 
1.06 0.146 0.104 4.2 4.1 0.44 

0.564 0.037 0.068 4.2 4.1 0.42 Case2. 
0.693 0.046 0.068 4.2 4.2 0.42 
1.34 0.092 0.068 4.2 4.4 0.41 

Figure 8. Calculation of the function in relation (6) for case 1 and 2. In calculation of the 
K

8
value the origin of the wall jet is assumed to be located at the inlet (fig. 6-7). 
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In fig. 8 and 9 the values of f1 are calculated and as expected the values are almost constant. 

The two test cases are very similar and it can be a little difficult to throw the benefit of ( 6) 
into relief but, nevertheless, it is certainly a matter which has to be examined more detailed. 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

o.o 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

0 Case 1 
0 Case 2 

Figure 9. The function / 1 for case 1 and 2. 

CONCLUSION 

n 

15 20 

This paper has dealt with evaluation of CFD applied to some aspect in the field of mixing 
ventilation. The used code is developed at the University of Aalborg by the authors based 
on the time averaged momentum equations, the continuity equation and the standard k,f 
model. This code will be referred to as the standard CFD code. 

- The performance of the standard CFD code which presumes fully turbulent flow conditions 
gives additional knowledge (e.g. gives the location of the maximum velocity) and supports 
the prediction by the simplified models. 

- The standard CFD code is at present a very good additional analysing tool to obtain 
detailed information of flow phenomena in ventilated rooms of different geometries. 
Nevertheless, this requires some effort and some computational time. 

-If low Reynolds' number effects are present, (which is often the case) such as Reynolds' 
number dependent effective inlet area or low Reynolds' number effects in the room, special 
actions have to be taken. These special actions could be special implementations or another 
model than the standard k,f model for description of the turbulence. 

-When the simplified models are used (such as the momentum method (5) or the direct 
method ( 6)) to design a ventilation system, CFD could be used at an early stage to obtain 
knowledge of the relations or to make a schedule for a full-scale investigation. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a :area 
c : coefficient 
f1 : function to characterize the relation ~/uL 
h :height 
I : momentum flow 
Ka : parameter to characterize the wall jet 
S : source term 
u :velocity 
w :width 
x,y,z : Cartesian coordinate 
y+ : Dimensionless wall distance in the boundary layer 
q : volume flux 

Greek. 

r : fluid property 
p :density 
fjJ : variabel 

Indices. 

J : direction 
L : length of the room 
rm : maximum in the occupied zone 
tot : total 

0 :inlet 
1,2.. : arbitrary number 

fjJ : refers to variable fjJ 
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